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Objectives and Contextualisation

The course aims to provide a non lawyer student an insight view of the core topics of international human
rights law and international criminal law, as well as the scope and the content of the legal responses available
under two branches of contemporary international law, namely human rights law and international criminal law,
to atrocities that can be defined as war crimes, crimes against humanity, genocide and human rights violations,
all by offering a broad and deep understanding of relevant issues and supporting the development of academic
skills through the analyzing of such issues theoretically and in practice

Content

NOTE:

the compulsory readings to prepare the sessions as well as the topics and/or question will be attach at the
campus virtual (moodle) following the moodle chronology. They will be ALL in English

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS

2014-2015

PART ONE: GENERAL FRAMEWORK

Topic 1: The international system and its characteristics

- Some misunderstandings about international law and international society

- The main actors at international level

- The normative system of international society

- Who decided the structural principles of international society and its reflection in international law

Topic 2: The individual position under the international legal system

- Distinction between the domestic and the international sphere

- The role of the socio-political context to explain the individual position in international law
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- The role of the socio-political context to explain the individual position in international law

- The possibilities:

Individual rights at international level (what is a right, what is it at International level)
Individual crimes at international level (what is a crime, what is it at International level)

Cases studies of topics 1 and 2: Slavery and Labor rights

Debate: International law and individual: prevention and/or reaction against violations of human rights?

PART TWO: INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AND CRIMES UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW

Topic 3: The rights recognized under international law

- The origin of Human Rights

- The internationalization ofHuman Rights

- Rights recognized at universal and regional level

- Specific rights recognized by international law under international or domestic armed conflicts

Case study of topic 3: Comparative study of the interpretation of some rights recognized at universal and
regional level (discrimination, freedom of religion; freedom of expression; right to live, etc..)

Debate: Are all humans basically the same?

Topic 4: Crimes recognized under international law

- The distinction between international crimes and human rights

- The distinction between international crimes and other types of crimes and forms of cooperation

- The origin of international crimes: The Nüremberg trials

Case study of topic 4: The Nüremberg Trials. Lessons for today

Debate: Can history teach us something?

Topic 5: The Crimes

- Aggression

- Genocide

- War crimes in international and domestic armed conflict

- The special case of Crime against humanity

- Other possible crimes not included

Case study of topic 5: Comparative analysis of the different types of crimes according to International Law
instruments

Debate: What is "in" and what is "not in" as international crime

Topic 6: The definition of the crimes in practice

- The importance of the chapeaux element of the crimes and the underlying crime
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- The relevance of the distinction between international and non international armed conflict following Tadic
decision

- The importance of the "disproportionate" in war crimes

- The evolution of crime against humanity since Nuremberg

- The reasons for preserving the integrity of the definition of the crime of genocide

- The problem defining crime of aggression

Case study of topic 6: Comparative analysis of some case law (ICC; ICTY; ICTR; ECHR; ACHR)

Debate: Can aggression be a crime against humanity?

PART THREE: VICTIMS PROTECTION MECHANISMS UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW

Topic 7: International mechanisms to protect human rights: its slow and reluctant evolution

- The reports (under conventional and non conventional instruments)

- The individual complaints ( under conventional instruments)

- The jurisdictional mechanisms

- The contrast between general and regional protection: commissions /committees / Courts

Case studies of topic 7: Comparative analysis of HRC Reports and analysis of CPT report on Spain

Debate: Why some human rights deserve more attention than other in the international system?

Topic 8: The international prosecution of international criminals

- The socio-political context: key to prosecuting international criminals

- Differences and similarities between the ad hoc courts, the hybrid tribunals and the ICC structure

- The role of the victims in the ad hoc system, the hybrid tribunals and in the ICC

Case studies of topic 8: the pros and cons of the different forms of international jurisdiccions

Debate: What is important when prosecuting international criminals?

Topic 9: International criminal law treatment in domestic systems

- The recognition of international crimes as  by some states (i.e. Argentina, Estonia)ius cogens

- The debate in domestic society about justice and/or peace (i.e. Uruguay, Sudáfrica; CAC)

- The non recognition of international crimes as part of domestic law (i.e. Perú before 2009; Chile)

- A domestic application/interpretation of international crimes (i.e USA and war crimes)

Case Study of topic 9:Spanish prosecution of international crimes and the principle of legality: from Pinochet
case to Garzón Trial:

The implication of Pinochet case

Other cases of international crimes prosecutions by Spain through universal jurisdiction: The war
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Other cases of international crimes prosecutions by Spain through universal jurisdiction: The war
between the Supreme Court ant the Constitutional Court (Rigoberta Menchú; Scilingo; Tiananmen;
Guantanamo)
The international crimes under Franco's regime

PART FOUR: INTERNATIONAL LAW AND ITS ROLE TO PREVENT/REACT AGAINST MASS VIOLATION
OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND INTERNATIONAL CRIMES

Topic 10: Examples of the role of the Security Council in conflict zones: mediators/peace forces (blue helmets)
or authorization to intervention

Case studies of actions adopted by the Security Council and its consequences:

- Iraq

- Kosovo

- Ivory Coast

- Congo

- Darfur

- Libya

- Syria

- Palestine territories…

- Somalia

Debate: Security Council actions: not the "ideal" so… better without it?
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